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In this talk

Pioneers, Settlers and Governers
People and adoption in security

Simplicity, Complexity and Security
Architecture

Ecosystem

Build

Deployment



Problem Solvers and 
Pragmatists



Screw it! I’ll do it anyway
Make it work!



overt



we can’t all be pioneers  



Refinement and Automation



The settlers have to live with 
what we built



educate
automate



Overt
Automation, Education, Patterns



After settlers come governers
Always late to the party



Everyone expects your security team 
to be a team….
Many hats not many people



code base development

Initial 
idea

Product launch Maturity Initiatives

do security stuff









Architecture







apps that automatically scale up to handle 
millions of users and scale down again

to have this be done by smaller teams





what do they want to do?
how can they achieve that?



transitions
gaps
integrations
trust





how will you find the security gaps



or how toasters will inherit the earth





exhaustion



require frequent assessment 
by someone who understands the tech



document your architecture

Informal is fine

Multiple views for multiple layers

Identify threats and risks

Microsoft STRIDE and SDLC

Threat actors and bad users

Security driven development ;)



Dependencies









denial and resource starvation





Big fish should feed small fish
Not just eat them



(Spoiler: this shouldn’t be hard)



system
applications
services

software



failure at this now is a conscious choice



manual open source research
Google alerts

Twitter

Mailing lists

automatic dependency check at build 
OWASP Dependency Checker

Libraries.io/DependencyCI

Sonatype



Build



the reality of immature application segmentation





rule them all?



<quote>
protect your APIs from OWASP 
Top 10 threats such as SQL 
Injection, XSS and application 
DDoS, and adaptive threats 
such as bad bots.
</quote>



simple



cost efficient
well documented
help available (stack overflow!!)



Choose appropriate tech
Restrict access
Monitor aggressively
Configure well
Challenge assumptions
Test regularly



Deployment





Get there.*
Faster.

* there may not be a good place



Build the docker images and do the initial configuration 

docker-compose build

Use docker-compose to boot the app

docker-compose up

(note this process may take some time) 

Once you see the message displayed on the console, 

browse to http://localhost:8000 to access the frontend. 



a trusted source



prebuilt containers and apps



decide
run



Verify the source
minimise services and ports
update and patch
benchmark security
repeat



TL;DR

Pioneers, Settlers and Governers
People and adoption in security

Simplicity, Complexity and Security
Architecture

Ecosystem

Build

Deployment



In a world that celebrates pioneers
Be the settlers instead
Simplicity hides complexity
Complexity breeds vulnerability
Build for security
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